




















Schedule of Infractions, Penalties, and Fines

Infraction Definition Penalty Fine

Course cut (or cutting an apex) All 4 wheels off of the racing surface on the inside of a corner 
delineated a white line, dirt, or kerbing.

During qualifying: lap time deleted.
During race: Time penalty TBD at the discretion of the Race 
Director depending on the location, if spots gained and not 
relenquised. 

No fine

Pass Under Yellow flag

Track position gained between the corner station waving a 
yellow flag and the next manned corner station without a yellow 
flag regardless of passing the incident that caused the yellow, i.
e. passing between these two stations

Disqualification for the race when the pass occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Racing Under Yellow Failure to sufficiently slow under caution. This includes "racing 
to the yellow flag station."

Disqualification for the race when the infraction occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

False start
Any forward movement before the green flag is waved at 
Start/Finish line. Green flag is considered waved when flagger 
moves arm/shoulder/hand that has the green flag.

10 second time penalty assessed for the race it occurred. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Missing the Checkered Flag Disqualification for the race when the infraction occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Re-entry in first lap

Any driver going 4 wheels off-course in the first lap of the race 
must allow the entire racing grid to go by before re-entering the 
racing surface, with the exception of rearward cars that 
significantly slowed for any reason. The goal if this rule is to 
enforce safe reentry and deescalate the urgency in the first lap; 
the marshal will have the ultimate say. 

Positions docked equal half the starting field $50/$100/$150 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Unsafe Re-entry
Any driver going 4 wheels off-course at any time during the 
race must re-enter safely.  The marshal will have the ultimate 
say on what constitutes an unsafe re-entry. 

TBD at the discretion of the marshal $50/$100/$150 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Sandbagging
The appearance of sanbagging will be reviewed and decided 
by the marshal, giving weitght to all factors presented and the 
context of the situation. 

Driver will start last of the next 2 races, not inverting No fine

No Video

Failure to provide viewable race footage to the marshal for 
viewing at any time. Being able to view the video is 
responsibility of racers involved, not the marshal. For drivers 
involved in reported contact, it is required to sumbit video in a 
way to view it within 30 minutes after race session has ended, 
which usually is Saturday's Race 2 and Sunday's Race 4. 

n/a $50/$100/$150 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Sponsor Stickers Lack of sponsor stickers when they are available and not 
remediated before the race

First weekend no penalty; DQ on subsequent weekends 
where stickers are not in compliance. 

$50/$100/$150 first/second/third occurrence for each day of racing where the green flag 
is taken and stickers are available, discretionary thereafter. Provision of duplicate 
stickers may incurr a fee. 

Dyno Sheet
Lack of current dyno sheet (within one year) that clearly shows 
HP, TQ, and RPM so that compliance can reasonably be 
checked

n/a First race is a warning, $50/$100/$150 escalating per weekend

Scaling under the official weight of 2300 lbs. 10 lbs. margin of error for first infraction, then strict 
enforcement of 2300 lbs for all future infractions.

1st infraction: DQ for all races on the day of infraction.
2nd infraction: DQ for all races and qualifying over the entire 
weekend if scaled on Sunday.
3rd infraction: DQ of current weekend and prior weekend 
where points were earned.
4th infraction:  DQ of all points up to that point in the season, 
and suspension for next race weekend.

$25/$50/$100/Discretionary thereafter.

Safety Tech Failure Required safety items (car and driver) will be spot checked 
over the course of the season

It will be at the discrection of the marshal whether any 
deficiency noted will prevent the driver from competing, or 
remediating for the next weekend. 

n/a

Mechanical Tech Failure
Non-compliant mechanical items should be brought to the 
attention of the Race Director, who will inspect at the soonest 
opportunity. 

At the discretion of the marhsal. n/a

Insufficient Awareness Driver in front must adhere to rules surrounding racing room At the discretion of the marhsal; incidents will be tracked to 
note and address any patterns TBD

Overly Agressive Driving / Loss of Control

The goal is to encourage cleaner racing with more high 
percentage pass attempts and more racing room generally. 
Overly aggressive driving can take many forms and will be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis. 

At the discretion of the marhsal; incidents will be tracked to 
note and address any patterns TBD

Delinquent Fines Driver has not settled fines from previous infractions Driver will not be allowed to race n/a

Contact during practice/qualifying

Mixed Session: Racer/Racer: driver at Fault cannot drive 
further that day. Racer/HPDE where racer is at Fault cannot 
further drive that weekend; HPDE rules apply in mixed 
session.. Race Group: penalties marshaled the same as Race

n/a



Contact During Race

Where a driver is deemed to be At-Fault or Involved, the former 
meaning corrective action should have been taken to avoid 
contact and was not, i.e. refusing to give up a corner when 
overlap was achieved. 

Disqualification for the race when contact occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $50/$100/$150 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Track Specific Rules, ACS: No Passing on the Apron 2+ wheels fully over the solid white line
Disqualification for the race when the infraction occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Track Specific Rules, ACS: No Passing between Turn 
7-8 As stated

Disqualification for the race when the infraction occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter

Track Specific Rules, CVR: No Passing between 2-1 
when running CCW As stated

Disqualification for the race when the infraction occurred. No 
exceptions, a safety violation. $25/$50/$100 first/second/third occurrence, discretionary thereafter


